
WD Nomad™  
Rugged Case 

Built for the harsh 
realities of life.

Resists 7-foot drops

Seals out moisture and dirt

Convenient opening for USB cable

Some risks are worth taking; losing your 
files is not one of them. WD Nomad is the 
rugged case specifically designed to protect 
your My Passport® portable drive. Whether 
you’re on a photo shoot in the desert, hiking 
Kilimanjaro, or a busy mom storing photos 
and videos of the kids, this rugged case 
delivers the ultimate protection for your  
My Passport portable drive. 



WD Nomad
Rugged Case 

Product Features

Product Specifications

My Passport drive not included.

7 feet
 (2.13m)* 
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You can take it with you.
Impact resistant 
Designed for the photographer, 
adventurer, traveler, or student on 
the go, this durable case is built with 
impact-resistant, polycarbonate plastic 
on the outside and a shock-absorbing, 
elastomer cushion on the inside to 
protect the drive inside from scratches 
and from drops as high as 7 feet  
(2.13m).

Carabiner-ready ring 
Attach a carabiner, cable, or nylon strap 
to the molded exterior ring and hang 
the case from your backpack or purse 
for easy accessibility.

Moisture and dust resistant  
The heavy-duty latch securely closes 
the case and the silicone cushion 
provides a tight barrier that resists spills, 
moisture, dust, and dirt.  

Convenient opening for  
the USB cable  
With an opening for your drive’s USB 
connector, you don’t have to take the 
drive out of the case to use it. Just 
plug in the USB cable, and it’s ready 
to go and fully protected. The opening 
also features a unique sealing cover to 
keep moisture out when the drive is not 
plugged in.

Trust the leader
WD understands the importance of the 
data you trust to your drives and we 
are dedicated to protecting it.  We are a 
longtime leader in the storage industry 
and we’ve transferred this expertise 
into the design of the WD Nomad so 
you can rest assured that your drive is 
protected inside this rugged case. 

Custom-designed for  
My Passport hard drives 
Specifically designed to protect 
 the following My Passport models.

WDBAAA, WDBAAB, WDBAAC, 
WDBABM, WDBABW, WDBACX, 
WDBACY,  WDBBEP, WDBBXV, 
WDBGCH, WDBKXH, WDBL1D. 

Not compatible with My Passport 2 TB 
models (WDBKKF, WDBY8L) and all  
My Passport Studio models.

PACKAGE CONTENTS DIMENSIONS COMPATIBLE DRIVES MODEL NUMBER
Rugged case
Spacers
Quick Install Guide

Length: 
Width: 
Height: 
Weight:

5.8 in (147.5mm) 
4.4 in (112  mm)
1.4 in (36 mm)
0.39 lb (0.17 kg)

My Passport WDBKXH, WDBBEP
My Passport Essential™ WDBACY, WDBAAA
My Passport Essential SE WDBACX, WDBABM
My Passport Elite™ WDBAAC
My Passport for Mac® WDBAAB, WDBGCH, WDBL1D
My Passport SE for Mac WDBABW, WDBBXV

WDBGRD0000NBK-NASN Americas/AUS
WDBGRD0000NBK-EASN EMEA
WDBGRD0000NBK-PASN - APAC

LIMITED WARRANTY
2 years  Worldwide

Limited warranty covers the WD Nomad rugged case only. This warranty specifically excludes 
damages to items stored or carried in the WD Nomad rugged case. Visit westerndigital.com for full 
warranty details.

 


